WE WANT YOU!

Quality Assurance
Manager
EMAIL YOUR RESUME TO INFO@MRSHIM.DE

Employment type: Full time/Intern
About this position: MR Shim GmbH is a medical device manufacturing company with offices in BadenWürttemberg, Germany. We have received Europe-wide recognition and business awards for our
company. Our product is a plug and play device for MRI machines which improves the image quality.
We are looking for an experienced quality manager to ensure that our products and services meet all
necessary safety and performance requirements for medical devices before they reach the customer.
This role requires a thorough understanding of the requirements for our product or services and a sense
of responsibility towards our potential and existing customers and business partners.

Responsibilities:
You will develop effective quality control processes.
You will establish, manage and maintain the relevant quality control documentation.
You will devise and review specifications for products or processes.
You will ensure that the organization’s Quality Management System conforms to customer, internal
and regulatory/legal requirements.
You will actively participate in the design and production process.
You will report to top management on the performance of the QMS (e.g., results of quality audits,
corrective actions), including the need for improvement.
You will keep up on standards, regulations/laws, issues, and news with respect to product quality.
You will ensure risk assessment & mitigation is performed throughout all processes.
You will be in charge of supplier selection, evaluation, monitoring and quality control.

Qualifications:
As our ideal candidate, you:
have proven experience as quality manager.
have engineering background/education.
are conscientious and responsible.
are detail-oriented and results-driven and have outstanding communication skills.
have excellent organizational, analytical and problem solving skills.
have an in depth understanding of quality control procedures and relevant regulatory standards.
are familiar with medical device regulations, ISO13485 and ISO14971.
if you have a certification of quality control training, this is a strong advantage

We offer:
Competitive remuneration and attractive prospects
The chance to work in an agile and exciting start-up environment

To apply, send your resume to info@mrshim.de

